CCM Supply Chain Management Subgroup
Telecon
March 26, 2015
Participants:
MCSP: Dyness Kasungami
JSI: Alexis Heaton
JSI: Sarah Andersson
SIAPS: Jane Briggs
Apologies: Musonda Kasonde UNICEF
Chairperson: Jane Briggs
Minutes:
Presenter


Highlights of Discussion

Status/Outcome

CORE Group Spring meeting iCCM TF session

Dyness

Discussion over content of session of SCM sub group in the CORE group spring meeting
iCCM panel. Need to show how to move from a pilot program to larger scale or national
scale system from the initial design stage. It was agreed that the example will be C-Stock
in Malawi which was scaled up nationally under SC4CCM. The process of progressing from
pilot to scale implementation will be presented emphasizing the importance of
stakeholder buy in etc.
However it was agreed that the importance of coordination at central level for
implementation of national scale ICCM programs particularly for procurement is another
important message which can be touched on briefly. This would show NGOs the
importance of supporting national systems. This piece could be included in the
introduction part to the session.
It is useful to have two organizations represented and show two country examples to show
diversity

 Participation in group
Sarah &
JSI will continue to be involved in the group even tho SC4CCm has ended. They will
Alexis
participate in meetings, although not always both Sarah and Alexis, but at least one of
them and not someone new who has not been involved in CCM.
It is not clear the level of involvement they can have in the activities of the group, but they
will stay connected to the group for the time being.






Sarah to rework the description
to send to Dyness by the end of
the day
Sarah and Jane will work on
presentation and discuss before
the Core Spring meeting (April
13-17)

Alexis & Sarah to keep us
updated of any changes
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Role of the group - TOR

Jane

Presenter


The TOR had been revised and circulated after the discussion in the previous meeting. On
review, Dyness commented on the importance of showing the role of the group in
providing tools and resources
Once the TOR is final and approved by al members, it can be uploaded to CCM central SCM
sub group page. The page is still to be revised per the previous recommendations prior to
Soo’s departure.
Highlights of Discussion





Jane to revise and re-circulate
Upload on CCM central
Update the SCM subgroup page
on CCM central as per the
previous suggestions

Status/Outcome

2015 workplan

Jane

Reviewed draft workplan Jane had circulated prior to meeting.
Two main objectives to group the activities around: providing resources and supporting
NGOS in integrating SCM and scale up.
Under the first objective it is important to make the link with the PSM sub group of the
iCCM FTT. Also the group needs to look for other opportunities to present or disseminate.
The June meeting of the 1million CHWs was presented as one possibility but was
concluded not to be a strategic opportunity at this stage. Also the country workshop that
had been proposed as a result of the New York meeting (UNICEF/UNFPA/GF) is not likely to
happen soon as more detailed in country work is proposed with a workshop later. A mini
iCCM symposium may be organized during the ASTMH meeting in October in Philadelphia,
which may be another opportunity.
Under the second objective, it was agreed that more specific discussion is needed on what
aspects to highlight in the advocacy material/case study summaries. There should also be
an active dissemination not only on the CCM central website but also through CORE group.
The mapping of SCM activities by project /partner and country seems to still be relevant
and can learn from the experience of the OR sub group.
It was not possible to discuss the final 2 activities due to time. All of objective 2 activities
should be discussed in more detail in the next meeting
*** Next Tele-Conference: Friday April 24th, 2015 9-10am EDT







Jane will revise workplan
Any additional comments send to
Jane
Dyness to find out more on the
ASTMH meeting
Dyness to send the OR mapping
sheet
Will focus on more detailed
discussion of last activities in next
meeting
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